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Let 0 be an arbitrary smooth bounded domain in RM_RN and =>0 be
arbitrary. Write (x, y) for a generic point of RM_RN. Squeeze 0 by the factor = in
the y-direction to obtain the squeezed domain 0= [(x, =y) | (x, y) # 0]. Consider
the following reaction-diffusion equation on 0= :
(E=)
ut=2u+ f (u), t>0, (x, y) # 0=
&= u=0, t>0, (x, y) # 0= .
Here, &= is the exterior normal vector field on 0= and f : R  R is a nonlinearity
satisfying some growth and dissipativeness conditions assuring such that (E=)
generates a semiflow on H 1 (0=) with a global attractor A= . We prove that, in some
strong sense, the equations (E=) have a limiting equation
(E0) u* +Au= f(u)
as =  0. This limiting equation is an abstract semilinear parabolic equation which
defines a semiflow ? on a closed linear subspace of H1 (0). We show that ? has a
global attractor A0 and the family of attractors (A=)=0 is upper-semicontinuous at
==0. If M=N=1 and 0 satisfies some natural additional assumptions, then the
limiting equation (E0) is equivalent to a parabolic boundary value problem defined
on a finite graph. The results of this paper extend previous results obtained by Hale
and Raugel for domains which are ordinate sets of a positive function.  2001
Academic Press
1. INTRODUCTION
Let 0 be an arbitrary smooth bounded domain in R2 and =>0 be
arbitrary. Squeeze 0 by the factor = in the y-direction to obtain the
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squeezed domain 0= . More precisely, let T=: R2  R2, (x, y) [ (x, =y) and
0= :=T= (0). Consider the following reaction-diffusion equation on 0= :
(1=)
ut=2u+ f (u), t>0, (x, y) # 0=
&= u=0, t>0, (x, y) # 0= .
Here, &= is the exterior normal vector field on 0= and f : R  R is some
nonlinearity such that this equation generates a semiflow ?~ = on H 1 (0=).
As =  0 the thin domain 0= collapses to a one-dimensional interval and
it is natural to ask what happens to the family (?~ =) in the limit. Does there
exist a limit semiflow ?, and, if so, can it be determined? How well does ?
approximate ?~ = as =  0? This problem was considered by Hale and Raugel
in their pioneering paper [8] for the case when the domain 0 is the
ordinate set of a smooth positive function g defined on an interval [a, b],
i.e.,
0=[(x, y) | a<x<b and 0< y<g(x)].
The authors prove that, in this case, the limit semiflow ? is the semiflow
generated by the one-dimensional boundary value problem
(10)
ut=(1g)(gux)x+ f (u), t>0, x # ]a, b[
ux=0, t>0, x=a, b.
They compare the semiflows ?~ = with ? and establish an important upper-
semicontinuity result for the corresponding family of attractors.
The results of Hale and Raugel cannot directly be generalized to domains
which are not representable as ordinate sets of a function (e.g., domains
with holes). Nevertheless, as we will prove in this paper, a limit semiflow
does exist in this case as well, although it is more complicated.
In order to describe and interpret the results to be established, we need
some notation. First, given a (local) semiflow ? on a topological space X,
we write u?t :=?(u, t) for (u, t) lying in the domain of definition of ?.
Next, let V be a closed linear subspace of H1 (0) and ? be a semiflow
on V, to be determined later. Let
8=*?(u, t) :=8=&1?(8=u, t),
where 8= is the linear isomorphism u [ u b T= from H 1 (0=) onto H1 (0).
This defines the ‘‘pullback’’ semiflow 8=*? on the closed linear subspace
8=&1 (V ) of H1 (0=). We want to compare ?~ = with 8=*? using a suitable
norm. Now in order to find such a norm let us write (here and in the rest
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of the paper) +n to denote the n-dimensional Lebesgue measure. Let us now
note that for a given measurable set S/0= , the appropriate measure of S
is not +2 (S) but, rather, +2 (S)+2 (0=), or +2 (S)=, as +2 (0=)t=. Thus one
is led to consider the measure \= (S) :=+2 (S)=. We can interpret this
measure by noting that \= is (the completion of) the product measure
+1  (+1 =), i.e., a measure with a ‘‘magnifying glass’’ in the y-direction.
Having introduced the measure \= we can consider the corresponding
Sobolev space H1 (0= , \=), which is just the space H 1 (0=) endowed with
the norm
|u|\= :=
1
=12 \|0= u
2 dx dy+|
0=
|{u|2 dx dy+
12
.
We will prove in this paper that there exists a closed linear subspace V of
H1 (0) and there exists a semiflow ? on V such that the following properties
hold:
(1) whenever u # V and u~ = # H 1(0=), =>0 are such that |u~ =&8=&1u|\=
 0 as =  0, then, for every t>0, |u~ =?~ = t&(8=&1u) 8=*?t | \=  0 as =  0
(Theorem 5.1);
(2) in case the semiflows ?~ = (resp. ?) have a global attractor A =
(resp. A) then
sup
u~ # A =
dist\= (u~ , 8=
&1 (A))  0, as =  0.
(upper semicontinuity of attractors, Theorem 5.10.)
In order to determine the limit semiflow ? we first simplify the problem
in the usual way, by transferring the semiflows ?~ = to the fixed domain 0,
i.e., by defining the semiflows
?= (u, t) :=8=?~ = (8=&1u, t), =>0,
on H1 (0). It follows that ?= is generated by the equation
(2=)
ut=uxx+
1
=2
uyy+ f (u), t>0, (x, y) # 0
&xu+
1
=2
&y u=0, t>0, (x, y) # 0.
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Here, &=(&x , &y) is the exterior normal vector field on 0. By introducing
on H 1 (0) the equivalent norm
|u| = :=\|0 \u2x+
1
=2
u2y+u
2+ dx dy+
12
we see that
8= : (H 1 (0=), | } |\=)  (H
1 (0), | } | =)
is an isometry.
Now notice that Eq. (2=) can be written in the abstract form
u* +A=u= f (u),
where f is the Nemitski operator generated by the function f and A= is the
linear operator defined by
A=u=&uxx&
1
=2
uyy # L2 (0)
for u # H1 (0) with &x u+
1
=2
&y u=0 on 0.
The operator A= is generated by the following bilinear form
a= (u, v) :=|
0 \uxvx+
1
=2
uyvy+ dx dy, u, v # H1 (0).
Observe that for u # H 1 (0)
lim
=  0+
a= (u, u)={|0 u
2
x dx dy, if uy=0
+, otherwise.
Thus it is natural to set
V :=[u # H1 (0) | uy=0].
This is a closed linear subspace of H 1s (0). The bilinear form
a(u, v) :=|
0
ux vx dx dy, u, v # V
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uniquely determines a densely defined selfadjoint linear operator A: D(A)
/V  H by
a(u, v)=(Au, v) L2(0) , for u # D(A) and v # V.
Here, H is the closure of V in the L2-norm, so H is a closed linear subspace
of L2 (0). The equation
(3) u* +Au= f (u)
is an abstract semilinear parabolic equation, so it defines a semiflow ? on
V. As we shall see, this is the semiflow that we are looking for!
Roughly speaking, every function u # V is constant along the connected
components of the vertical sections 0x :=[ y | (x, y) # 0] of 0. The upper
semicontinuity of attractors therefore implies that as =  0 the elements of
the attractor A = become more and more constant along the connected
components of the vertical sections (0=)x of 0= .
If all vertical sections of 0 are connected then every function u # V has
(up to a set of measure zero) the form u(x, y)#u(x). Therefore u is just a
function of x # J=]a, b[ where J is the interval obtained by projecting 0
onto the x-axis. Under an additional assumption (which holds, e.g., in the
ordinate set case considered in [8]) Eq. (3) then takes the form (10) where
now g(x) is the length of the x-section 0x .
On the other hand, general domains need not have connected vertical
sections and, in fact, the number of connected components of 0x can vary
with x # J. This leads to a branching of the number of values that u(x, y)
can assume on 0x . Therefore one begins to suspect that the limiting equa-
tion (3) should actually be a one-dimensional boundary value problem
defined on a graph. Under some natural conditions on 0, this can indeed
be made precise and rigorously proved (Definition 6.3 and Theorem 6.6).
One may ask oneself whether the dynamics of (3) is that of a parabolic
reaction-diffusion equation in one space dimension (with Neumann bound-
ary condition). This is not always case since, e.g., the operator A may have
double eigenvalues. On the other hand, under some mild additional
assumptions, the operator A satisfies a gap condition, which enables one to
construct inertial manifolds for the attractors of ? and all ?= for all = small
(see the forthcoming paper [13]). A more detailed study of the dynamics
of equation (3) is under way.
There is an extensive bibliography on thin domain problems and a few
of the publications are cited in the reference section. For more references
the reader is referred to the Montecatini lecture notes [14] by G. Raugel.
Among the more recent works let us mention the interesting paper [2] by
Arrieta, in which (some of) the results of Hale and Raugel are obtained
using somewhat different methods. In fact, the approach we take in the
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present paper is similar, in spirit, to Arrieta’s. There is an important
difference though. In the ordinate set case considered both by Hale and
Raugel and by Arrieta the key role is played by the mean-value operator
M: H1 (0)  H 1 (0) defined by
M(u)(x) :=
1
+1 (0x) |0x u(x, y) dy.
In the present case such an operator cannot be used so different ideas are
needed.
Some applications of the Conley index to problems on squeezed domains
are contained in the recent paper [4] by M. Carbinatto and the second
author.
In this paper we use standard notation, writing R, N, and N0 to denote
the set of reals, positive integers and nonnegative integers, respectively.
Recall that +n denotes the n-dimensional Lebesgue measure.
We also fix some positive integers M and N and identify RM_RN with
RM+N, writing (x, y) for a generic point of RM+N, where x # RM and
y # RN.
Finally, note that in this paper all vector spaces are over the reals.
2. PRELIMINARY RESULTS
In this section we first collect some known results on eigenvalues and
eigenvectors of bilinear forms and then study functions whose distribu-
tional derivatives with respect to some coordinates are zero.
Definition 2.1. Let V be a vector space and a: V_V  R and b: V_V
 R be symmetric bilinear forms on V. If * # R, u # V"[0] satisfy
a(u, v)=*b(u, v) for all v # V
then we say that * is an eigenvalue of the pair (a, b) and u is an eigenvector
of the pair (a, b), corresponding to *. The dimension of the span of all eigen-
vectors of (a, b) corresponding to * is called the multiplicity of *. If the set
of eigenvalues of (a, b) is countably infinite, contains a smallest element
and if each eigenvalue has finite multiplicity then the repeated sequence of
the eigenvalues of (a, b) is the uniquely determined nondecreasing sequence
(*n)n # N which contains exactly the eigenvalues of (a, b) and the number of
occurrences of each eigenvalue in this sequence is equal to its multiplicity.
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The basic information about eigenvalues and eigenvectors of pairs of
bilinear forms is contained in the following well-known result, which is
stated here for easy reference.
Proposition 2.2 (cf. [15, 16]). Let V, H be two infinite dimensional
Hilbert spaces. Suppose V/H with compact inclusion, and V is dense in H.
Let & }& and | } | denote the norms of V and H respectively, ( } , } ) be the
inner product of H and let b be the restriction of this inner product to V_V.
Let a: V_V  R be a symmetric bilinear form on V. Assume that there are
constants d, C, : # R, :>0, such that, for all u, v # V,
|a(u, v)|C &u& &v&
a(u, u): &u&2&d |u| 2.
Then the set of eigenvalues of (a, b) is countably infinite, it has a smallest
element and each eigenvalue has finite multiplicity. Let (*n)n # N be the
repeated sequence of the eigenvalues of (a, b).
(1) For every k # N
*k= min
E # Vk
max
u # E"[0]
a(u, u)
b(u, u)
,
where Vk is the set of all k-dimensional linear subspaces of V.
(2) There exists an H-orthogonal sequence (un)n # N such that for every
k # N, uk is an eigenvector of (a, b) corresponding to *k .
(3) Whenever (un)n # N is an H-orthogonal sequence such that for every
k # N, uk is a eigenvector of (a, b) corresponding to *k , then (un)n # N is
H-complete and for every k # N,
*k=a(uk , uk)|uk | 2
=min[a(u, u)|u|2 | u # V"[0], (u, uj)=0, j=1, ..., k&1].
Moreover, the space V is characterized in the following way:
V={v # H } :

n=1
*n |(v, un) |2|un | 2<= .
(4) Whenever (+n)n # N is a sequence of real numbers and (vn)n # N is an
H-orthogonal sequence in V"[0] such that for every k # N,
+k=a(vk , vk)|vk |2
=min[a(u, u)|u|2 | u # V"[0], (u, vj)=0, j=1, ..., k&1],
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then for every n # N, +n=*n and vn is an eigenvector of (a, b) corresponding
to +n .
(5) Let D be the set of all u # V such that there is a w=wu # H with
the property that
a(u, v)=(w, v)
for all v # V. Then wu is uniquely determined by u, the set D is a dense linear
subspace both of V and of H, and the map
A: D  H, u [ wu
is a linear selfadjoint operator on (H, ( } , } ) ) with compact resolvent. We
call A the linear operator generated by the pair (a, ( } , } ) ). A pair (*, u) is
an eigenvalue-eigenvector pair of A if and only if (*, u) is an eigenvalue-
eigenvector pair of (a, b). K
Lemma 2.3. Let 0/RM+N be an open set of the form 0=U_V, where
U and V are open bounded rectangles, i.e., U :=]a1 , b1[_ } } } _]aM , bM [
/RM and V :=]c1 , d1[_ } } } _]cN , dN[/RN. Let u # L1loc (0) with
{yu=0 (in the distributional sense). Then the following properties hold:
(1) There is a null set S in RM+N and a function v # L1loc (U) such that
u(x, y)=v(x) for (x, y) # 0"S.
(2) If, in addition, xi u # L
1
loc (0) for some i=1, ..., M, then xi v #
L1loc (U) and there is a null set S$ in R
M+N such that u(x, y)=v(x) and
xi u(x, y)=xi v(x) for (x, y) # 0"S$.
(3) If u # H1 (0) then v # H1 (U ).
(4) If M=1 then there is a null set S in RM+N and an absolutely con-
tinuous function v~ # H1 (U ) such that u(x, y)=v~ (x) and xi u(x, y)=xi v~ (x)
for (x, y) # 0"S and i=1, ..., M. In particular, u(x, y)=u~ (x, y) on 0"S ,
where u~ is the continuous function u~ (x, y)#v~ (x) on U_V.
Proof. For y # V, we write y=( y1 , ..., yN), yj # ]cj , d j[, j=1, ..., N. By
our hypothesis, we know that yN u=0. Let ,=,(x, y1 , ..., yN&1) be a test
function on U_]c1 , d1[_ } } } _]cN&1 , dN&1[ and let =( yN) be a test
function on ]cN , dN[. Then
|
0
u(x, y) ,(x, y1 , ..., yN&1) $( yN) dx dy=0.
Let :=:( yN) be a test function on ]cN , dN[, with dNcN :( yN) dyN=1. Then,
for every test function / on ]cN , dN[, the function /&(dNcN /(s) ds) : is the
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derivative of some test function on ]cN , dN[. It follows that, for every test
function  on ]cN , dN[,
|
0
u(x, y) ,(x, y1 , ..., yN&1)
_\( yN)&\|
dN
cN
(s) ds+ :( yN)+ dx dy=0.
In other words,
|
0
u(x, y) ,(x, y1 , ..., yN&1) ( yN) dx dy
=\|
dN
cN
(s) ds+\|0 u(x, y) ,(x, y1 , ..., yN&1+ :( yN) dx dy+ .
We define
v(x, y1 , ..., yN&1) :=|
dN
cN
u(x, y1 , ..., yN&1 , yN) :( yN) dyN .
By Fubini’s Theorem v # L1loc (U_V ), where V :=]c1 , d1[_ } } } _]cN&1 ,
dN&1[/RN&1. Moreover, we can regard v as a function on 0, and in this
case v is in L1loc (0). Then
|
0
u(x, y) ,(x, y1 , ..., yN&1) ( yN) dx dy
=\|
dN
cN
(s) ds+\|U_V v(x, y1 , ..., yN&1) ,( y1 , ..., yN&1) dx dy1 } } } dyN&1+
=|
0
v(x, y1 , ..., yN&1) ,(x, y1 , ..., yN&1) ( yN) dx dy.
Note that the span of all test functions # # D(0) of the form
#(x, y1 , ..., yN&1 , yN)=,(x, y1 , ..., yN&1) ( yN),
where , # D(U_V ) and  # D(]cN , dN[), is dense in D(0). This
immediately implies that
|
0
(u(x, y)&v(x, y1 , ..., yN&1)) #(x, y) dx dy=0
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for every test function # on 0. So we can conclude that there exists S/
RM_RN, with +M+N(S)=0, such that
u(x, y)=v(x, y1 , ..., yN&1)
for all (x, y) # 0"S. We already mentioned that v is in L1loc (U_V ). We
claim that yj v=0, j=1, ..., N&1, as a distribution on U_V . Let ,=
,(x, y1 , ..., yN&1) be a test function on U_V . Then, for j=1, ..., N&1,
|
U_V
v(x, y1 , ..., yN&1) yj ,(x, y1 , ..., yN&1) dx dy1 } } } dyN&1
=|
U_V \|
dN
cN
u(x, y1 , ..., yN) :( yN) dyN+
_yj ,(x, y1 , ..., yN&1) dx dy1 } } } dyN&1
=|
0
u(x, y) yj (,(x, y1 , ..., yN&1) :( yN)) dx dy=0,
and the claim is proved. Now we proceed by induction on N # N and con-
clude that there exist a set S/RM_RN, with +M+N(S)=0, and a function
v # L1loc (U ) such that u(x, y)=v(x) for all (x, y) # 0"S.
Now assume that xi u # L
1
loc (0) for some i=1, ..., M. Since {y xi u=
xi {y u=0 in the distributional sense we can apply the first part of
this lemma to the function xi u and we obtain a set S$/R
M_RN, with
+M+N(S$)=0, and a function w # L1loc (U) such that xi u(x, y)=w(x) for
all (x, y) # 0"S$. Thus, denoting by ( f, ,) the value of the distribution f
on the test function ,, we obtain for all , # D(U ) and all  # D(V )
(xi v, ,) |
V
( y) dy=&|
U
v(x) xi ,(x) dx |
V
( y) dy
=&|
U_V
u(x, y) xi ,(x) ( y) dx dy
=|
U_V
xi u(x, y) ,(x) ( y) dx dy
=|
U
w(x) ,(x) dx |
V
( y) dy.
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This implies that
xi v=w in D$(U)
and proves the second part of the lemma. The third part of the lemma now
easily follows.
If M=1 and v is as in part (1). then there is a null set Z in U and
an absolutely continuous function v~ on U such that v(x)=v~ (x) on U"Z.
Since Z_V is a null set in U_V, it follows from parts (1) and (2) that
u(x, y)=v~ (x) on 0"S with some null set S in RM+N. K
Proposition 2.4. If 0 is an arbitrary open set in RM+N with M=1 and
if u # H1 (0) satisfies {y u=0, then u has a continuous representative, i.e.,
there exists a continuous function u~ : 0  R and a null set S in RM+N such
that u(x, y)=u~ (x, y) for (x, y) # 0"S.
Proof. The set 0 can be covered by a countable family (0n)n # N of sets
of the form 0n=Un _Vn , where Un and Vn are open bounded rectangles.
In view of Lemma 2.3 we obtain for each n a null set Sn in RM+N and a
continuous function un on 0n such that u(x, y)=un (x, y) on 0n"Sn . Let S
be the union of all the sets Sn . Then S is a null set in RM+N and for all
m and n # N um (x, y)=u(x, y)=un (x, y) for every (x, y) # 0m & 0n "S.
Since S has measure zero, the set 0m & 0n"S is dense in 0m & 0n so
the continuity of un and um implies that um (x, y)=un (x, y) for all (x, y) #
0m & 0n . Therefore there exists a (unique) function u~ on 0 such that u~ | 0n
=un for all n # N. It follows that u is continuous and u(x, y)=u~ (x, y) for
(x, y) # 0"S. K
Theorem 2.5. Let N, M # N, 0/RM+N be an open set and let u #
L1loc (0). Then the following properties are equivalent:
(1) {yu=0 in the distributional sense;
(2) there is a null set Z in RM and for every x # RM"Z there is a null
set Sx in RN such that for every y # 0x there is a constant v(x, y ) # R with
the property that u(x, y)=v(x, y ) for y # 0x( y )"Sx .
Here 0x :=[ y # RN | (x, y) # 0 ] and 0x( y ) is the connected component of
y in 0x .
Proof. First we show that (1) O (2). As in the proof of Proposition 2.4
cover the set 0 by a countable family (0n)n # N of sets of the form 0n=
Un _Vn , where Un and Vn are open bounded rectangles. Now, for every
n # N,
{y (u | 0n)=({yu) | 0n=0.
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Therefore Lemma 2.3 implies that there is a null set Sn in RM+N and a
function vn # L1loc such such that u(x, y)=vn (x) for all (x, y) # 0n "Sn . Let
S be the union of all the sets Sn .
Now, since
+M+N(S)=|
RM
+N(Sx) dM x=0,
we see that there exists a null set Z in RM such that, for every x # RM"Z,
+N(Sx)=0.
Fix (x, y ) # 0 with x  Z. Then (x, y ) # 0m for some m # N. Define
A :=[z # 0x( y ) | there is an open rectangle V :=Vz /0x , z # V,
such that u(x, y)=vm (x) for all y # V"Sx].
Then y # A (with V=Vm). If z # A and V=Vz is as in the definition of A
then V/A. Thus A is open in 0x( y ). Let z # 0x( y )"A. Then (x, z) # 0k for
some k # N. It follows that u(x, y)=vk (x) for y # Vk "Sx . If vk (x)=vm (x),
then z # A by the definition of A. This contradiction implies that vk (x){
vm (x) and so Vk & A=<. Therefore A is closed in 0x( y ). Since 0x( y ) is
connected, it follows that A=0x( y ). Thus 0x( y )=z # A Vz . Let y #
0x( y )"Sx . Then y # Vz for some z # A. Thus u(x, y)=vm (x). Therefore
u(x, y)=vm(x) for y # 0x( y )"Sx .
Now we show that (2) O (1). Let , # D(RM_RN), with supp ,/0, be
arbitrary. Let K :=supp ,. Let P be the canonical projection of RM_RN
onto RM. Then
|
0
u(x, y) {y,(x, y) dx dy=|
P(0)"Z \|0x u(x, y) {y,(x, y) dy+ dx.
Fix x # P(0)"Z. We prove that
|
0x
u(x, y) {y,(x, y) dy=0.
The set Kx is compact in RN and Kx /0x . Thus there are pairwise disjoint
connected components |1 , ..., |n of 0x such that
Kx /|1 _ } } } _ |n .
It follows that Kx & |i is compact for i=1, ..., n.
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There are numbers c1 (x), ..., cn (x) # R such that u(x, y)=ck (x) for y #
|k"Sx , k=1, ..., n. Thus
|
0x
u(x, y) {y,(x, y) dy= :
n
k=1
|
|k
u(x, y) {y,(x, y) dy
= :
n
k=1
ck (x) |
|k
{y ,(x, y) dy.
Fix k=1, ..., n. Set
:( y) :={,(x, y),0,
y # |k
y # RN"|k .
Then : # D(RN) and
{:( y) :={{y ,(x, y),0,
y # |k
y # RN"|k .
Thus
|
|k
{y ,(x, y) dy=|
RN
{:( y) dy=0
and the theorem is proved. K
3. SPECTRAL CONVERGENCE
In this section we shall prove our basic result, Theorem 3.3. This spectral
convergence theorem implies most of the other results obtained in this
paper.
First we generalize to higher space dimensions some of the notation from
the Introduction. In the whole section, let 0 be a bounded domain in
RM_RN=RM+N. For =>0 let T= : RM_RN  RM_RN, (x, y)  (x, =y)
be the ‘‘squeezing operator.’’ Squeeze 0 to obtain 0= :=T=0. Define the
symmetric bilinear forms
a~ = : H1 (0=)_H 1 (0=)  R
by
a~ = (u, v) :=|
0=
{u } {v dx dy
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and
a= : H1 (0)_H 1 (0)  R
by
a= (u, v) :=|
0 \{xu } {xv+
1
=2
{yu } {y v+ dx dy.
Note that the assignment
8= : u [ u b T=
restricts to linear isomorphisms L2 (0=)  L2 (0) and H 1 (0=)  H1 (0). It
is clear that
a= (8= u, 8=v)=
1
|det T= |
a~ = (u, v)
for all u, v # H1 (0=). Moreover, the scalar products ( } , } ) L2(0=) and
( } , } )L2(0) are related as
(8=u, 8= v) L2(0)=
1
|det T= |
(u, v) L2(0=)
for all u, v # L2 (0=). Let b = be the restriction of ( } , } ) L2(0=) to H
1 (0=)_
H1 (0=) and b be the restriction of ( } , } ) L2(0) to H 1 (0)_H1 (0).
Therefore (*, u) is an eigenvalue-eigenvector pair of (a~ = , b =) if and only
if (*, 8=u) is an eigenvalue-eigenvector pair of (a= , b). The linear operators
A = (resp. A=) defined by (a~ = , b =) (resp. (a= , b)) satisfy the following properties:
(1) D(A=)=8= (D(A =));
(2) A= (8=u)=8= (A =u) for u # D(A =).
If 0 is sufficiently regular, e.g., of class C2, # with #>0, then the linear
operator A = is such that
D(A =)=[u # H 2 (0=) | &~ u=0 on 0=],
where &~ is the exterior normal vector field on 0= , and
A =u=&2u, u # D(A =).
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On the other hand, the operator A= is such that
D(A=)={u # H 2 (0) | &x u+ 1=2 &y u=0 on 0= ,
where &=(&x , &y) is the exterior normal vector field on 0, and
A=u=&2xu&
1
=2
2yu, u # D(A).
Now define
H 1s (0)=[u # H
1 (0) | {yu=0].
Note that H 1s (0) is a closed linear subspace of H
1 (0). Thus H 1s (0), under
the scalar product of H1 (0), is itself a Hilbert space. Note that this space
is denoted by V in the Introduction (for M=N=1).
Lemma 3.1. If 0 is a nonempty bounded domain in RM+N, then H 1s (0)
has infinite dimension.
Proof. There are nonempty open rectangles U in RM and V in RN such
that U_V/0. For every , # D(U ) define u=1(,) to be the function
defined on 0 by u(x, y)=,(x) if x # U and u(x, y)=0 otherwise. It follows
that u # C  (0) and both u and all its derivatives are square integrable
on 0, due to the boundedness of 0. Thus by Theorem 2.5 u # H 1s (0).
Therefore we obtain a linear map 1: D(U )  H 1s (0). This map is clearly
injective. Therefore, since D(U ) is infinite dimensional, so is H 1s (0). K
Let us also define the space L2s (0) to be the closure of the set H
1
s (0) in
L2 (0). It follows that L2s (0) is a Hilbert space under the scalar product
of L2 (0). Note that this space is denoted by H in the Introduction (for
M=N=1).
Now let a0: H 1s (0)_H
1
s (0)  R be the ‘‘limit’’ bilinear form defined by
a0 (u, v) :=|
0
{u } {v dx dy=|
0
{xu } {xv dx dy.
The bilinear form a0 on H 1s (0) together with the scalar product
(u, v)Ls2(0) :=|
0
uv dx dy on L2s (0)
satisfy the hypotheses of Proposition 2.2. Let b0 be the restriction of
( } , } )L2(0) to H 1s (0)_H
1
s (0).
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Therefore, Lemma 3.1 and Proposition 2.2 imply that there exists a
sequence (*0j , w
0
j ) j # N of eigenvalue-eigenvector pairs of (a0 , b0) such that
*01*
0
2*
0
3 } } }
and (w0j ) j # N is a complete orthonormal system on L
2
s (0).
On H1 (0) define the norm
|u| = :=(a= (u, u)+|u| 2L2(0))
12.
This norm is equivalent to | } |H1(0) for every fixed =>0, but |u| =   as
=  0+ whenever {yu{0 in L2 (0).
From now on we will work in a fixed bounded domain 0 and will there-
fore write | } |H 1 for | } |H1(0) and | } |L2 for | } |L2(0) .
We have a simple
Lemma 3.2. Let (=n)n # N be a sequence of positive numbers, with =n  0
as n  . Let (un)n be a sequence in H1 (0) and assume there exists
u # H 1s (0) such that |un&u| =n  0 as n  . Then the following properties
hold:
(1) un  u in H 1 (0) as n  ;
(2) |a=n (un , un)&a0 (u, u)|  0 as n  .
Proof. The first property follows from the fact that | } | =| } | H1 for =1.
For the second, notice that
|u| 2= # |u|
2
H 1=a0 (u, u)+|u|
2
L2 .
Thus
|a=n (un , un)&a0 (u, u)|
|a=n (un , un)+|un |
2
L2&a0 (u, u)&|u|
2
L2 |+| |un |
2
L2&|u|
2
L2 |
=| |un | 2=n&|u|
2
H 1 |+| |un |
2
L2&|u|
2
L2 |.
Since | } | =n is a norm we have
| |un | =n&|u|H 1 |=| |un | =n&|u| =n ||un&u| =n  0.
Thus |un | =n  |u|H1 so |un |
2
=n
 |u| 2H 1 , so | |un |
2
=n
&|u| 2H1 |  0, which com-
pletes the proof. K
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We can now state our basic
Theorem 3.3. Suppose 0 has Lipschitz boundary. For =>0, let
*=1*
=
2*
=
3 } } }
be the repeated sequence of eigenvalues of the pair (a= , b) and w =1 , w
=
2 , w
=
3 , ...
be a corresponding complete L2 (0)-orthonormal sequence of eigenvectors.
Moreover, let
*01*
0
2*
0
3 } } }
be the repeated sequence of eigenvalues of (a0 , b0). Then the following
properties hold:
(1) For every j # N, if =1<=2 , then *=1j *
=2
j ; moreover,
*0j = lim
=  0+
*=j =sup
=>0
*=j ;
(2) let (=n)n # N be an arbitrary sequence of positive numbers converging
to 0. Then there is a subsequence of (=n)n # N , again denoted by (=n)n # N , and
there exists a complete L2s (0)-orthonormal system (w
0
j ) j # N of eigenvectors of
(a0 , b0) corresponding to (*0j )j # N such that, for every j # N,
|w=nj &w
0
j | =n  0
as n  .
Proof. We will write (u, v) :=(u, v) L2 , a :=a0 , b :=b0 , *j :=*0j and
wj :=w0j , for short. By Proposition 2.2,
*=j = min
E # Vj
max
u # E"[0]
a= (u, u)
(u, u)
,
where Vj is the set of all j-dimensional linear subspaces of H1 (0). Since
a=1 (u, u)a=2 (u, u) for 0<=1<=2 and u # H
1 (0), it follows that *=1j*=2j
for 0<=1<=2 . Moreover,
*j=min
E # Uj
max
u # E"[0]
a(u, u)
(u, u)
,
where Uj is the set of all j-dimensional linear subspaces of H 1s (0). Since
H 1s (0)/H
1(0) and since a= (u, u)=a(u, u) for u # H 1s (0), we obtain that
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*=j *j for all j # N and for all =>0. This implies that, for all j # N, there
exists +j # R such that
+j= lim
=  0
* =j =sup
=>0
* =j .
Note that +j*j for all j # N and that if j1< j2 then +j1+j2 .
Now let (=n)n # N be a sequence of positive numbers converging to zero.
Without loss of generality, we can assume that =n<1 for all n # N. Let j # N
be fixed. For all n # N, we have
a=n (w
=n
j , w
=n
j )=*
=n
j ,
a=n (w
=n
j , w)=*
=n
j (w
=n
j , w) for all w # H
1 (0).
Hence
|w=nj |
2
H 1=|
0
{w=nj } {w
=n
j dx dy+|w
=n
j |
2
L2
a=n (w
=n
j , w
=n
j )+|w
=n
j |
2
L2
=*=nj +1
*j+1.
It follows that there exists a subsequence of (=n)n # N (again denoted by
(=n)n # N) and a function wj # H1 (0) such that
w=nj ( wj in H
1 (0)
as n  . Since 0 has Lipschitz boundary, the space H1 (0) is compactly
imbedded into L2 (0), so
w=nj  wj in L
2 (0).
In particular, we obtain that |wj |L2=1.
Next we show that wj # H 1s (0). Observe that
1
=2n |0 {y w
=n
j } {yw
=n
j dx dya=n (w
=n
j , w
=n
j )=*
=n
j * j ,
which implies that
|
0
{yw=nj } {yw
=n
j dx dy  0 as n  ,
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so {yw=nj  0 in L
2 (0, RN). By Ho lder’s inequality, for every , # D(0)
,{yw=nj  0 in L
1 (0, RN).
Moreover, w=nj  wj in L
2 (0). So, again by Ho lder’s inequality,
w=nj {y,  wj{y, in L
1 (0, RN).
However,
|
0
,{yw=nj dx dy=&|
0
w=nj {y , dx dy
for all n. It follows that
|
0
wj{y, dx dy=0 for all , # D(0),
proving that {ywj=0.
Now we prove that (+j , wj) is an eigenvalue-eigenvector pair of (a, b).
Let w # H 1s (0) be arbitrary. Then
|
0
{w=nj } {w dx dy=|
0
{xw=nj } {xw dx dy=a=n (w
=n
j , w)=*
=n
j (w
=n
j , w).
Since w=nj ( wj in H
1 (0), * =nj  +j and w
=n
j  wj in L
2 (0) as n  , we
obtain that
a(wj , w)=|
0
{wj } {w dx dy=+j (wj , w),
that is, (+j , wj) is an eigenvalue-eigenvector pair of (a, b).
Now we prove that |w=nj &wj | =n  0 as n  . As a matter of fact, we
have
|w=nj &wj |
2
=n
=a=n (w
=n
j &wj , w
=n
j &wj)+|w
=n
j &w j | L2
=*=nj &2a=n (w
=n
j , wj)++j+|w
=n
j &wj |L2
=*=nj &2 |
0
{xw =nj } {xwj dx dy++j+|w
=n
j &wj | L2 .
Since w=nj ( wj in H
1 (0), we have
|
0
{xw =nj } {xwj dx dy  |
0
{xw j } {xwj dx dy=+j
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as n  . This, together with the fact that *=nj  + j and w
=n
j  wj in L
2 (0)
as n  , implies that |w=nj &wj | =n  0 as n  . In particular, by Lemma 3.2,
we see that w=nj  wj in H
1 (0) and a=n (w
=n
j , w
=n
j )  a(w j , wj) as n  .
By the Cantor diagonal procedure, given a sequence (=n)n # N of positive
numbers converging to zero, we can find a subsequence of (=n)n # N (again
denoted by (=n)n # N) and a family (wj) j # N of functions in H 1s (0) with the
following properties:
(1) for every j # N, (+j , wj) is an eigenvalue-eigenvector pair of (a, b);
(2) |wj |L2=1;
(3) |w=nj &wj | =n  0 as n  .
In order to complete the proof, we have to show the following:
(1) the family (wj) j # N is a complete orthonormal system in L2s (0);
(2) +j=*j for all j # N.
First we show that (wj)j # N is an L2s (0)-orthonormal system. Let
j1 , j2 # N, j1{ j2 . Then
|
0
w=nj1 w
=n
j2
dx dy=0 for all n # N.
Since w=nj  wj in L
2 (0) as n   for all j # N, it follows that
|
0
wj1 wj2 dx dy=0,
that is, wj1 and wj2 are orthogonal. By Proposition 2.2 the proof will be
complete if we show that, for every j # N,
+j =a(wj , wj)
=min[a(w, w) | w # H 1s (0), |w|Ls2(0)=1, (w, wh)=0 for h=1, ..., j&1].
Fix j # N, and let w # H 1s (0) be arbitrary with |w|Ls2(0)=1, such that
(w, wh)=0 for h=1, ..., j&1. For n # N, define
vn :=w& :
j&1
h=1
(w, w=nh ) w
=n
h .
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Then obviously (vn , w=nh )=0 for h=1, ..., j&1. We claim that |vn&w| =n  0
as n  . In fact,
|vn&w| 2=n= } :
j&1
h=1
(w, w=nh ) w
=n
h }
2
=n
=a=n \ :
j&1
h=1
(w, w=nh ) w
=n
h , :
j&1
h=1
(w, w=nh ) w
=n
h ++ } :
j&1
h=1
(w, w=nh ) w
=n
h }
2
L2
= :
j&1
h, k=1
(w, w=nh )(w, w
=n
k ) a=n (w
=n
h , w
=n
k )+ :
j&1
h=1
|(w, w=nh )|
2
= :
j&1
h, k=1
(w, w=nh )(w, w
=n
k ) *
=n
h (w
=n
h , w
=n
k )+ :
j&1
h=1
|(w, w =nh )|
2.
Since w=nh  wh in L
2 (0) as n   for every h=1, ..., j&1 and since
(w, wh)=0 for h=1, ..., j&1, it follows that |vn&w| =n  0 as n   and
the claim is proved. In view of Lemma 3.2, it follows that vn  w in L2 (0),
so that |vn |L2  1. We can therefore assume that |vn | L2 {0 for all n # N.
Define
wn :=|vn | &1L2 vn .
We have |wn | L2=1 and (wn , w=nh )=0 for h=1, ..., j&1. Moreover,
|wn&w| =n=| |vn |
&1
L2 vn&w| =n
=|vn | &1L2 |vn&|vn |L2 w| =n
=|vn | &1L2 ( |vn&w| =n+|w&|vn |L2 w| =n)
=|vn | &1L2 ( |vn&w| =n+(1&|vn |L2) |w| =n).
Since |vn |L2  1 and |w| =n=|w|H 1 (as w # H
1
s (0)), it follows that
|wn&w| =n  0 as n  .
Using Lemma 3.2. we obtain
a=n (wn , wn)  a(w, w) as n  .
We already know that
a=n (w
=n
j , w
=n
j )  a(wj , w j) as n  .
Moreover, for every n we have
a=n (w
=n
j , w
=n
j )a=n (wn , wn),
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as (w=nj ) j # N is a complete orthonormal system of eigenvectors for (a=n , b).
By letting n  , we finally obtain
a(wj , wj)a(w, w).
The theorem is proved. K
4. CONVERGENCE OF LINEAR SEMIGROUPS
We will now use Theorem 3.3 to show that the linear semigroups e&tA=
converge to e&tA0 in some sense. More precisely, we have the following
Theorem 4.1. Assume that 0 is an open bounded domain in RM+N with
Lipschitz boundary. Let (=n)n # N be an arbitrary sequence of positive numbers
converging to 0 and for every n # N let An :=A=n be the linear operator
generated by the pair (a=n , ( } , } ) L2). Suppose (un)n # N is a sequence in
L2 (0) converging in L2 (0) to some u # L2s (0). Then for every ; # ]0, [
sup
t # [;, [
|e&tAn un&e&tAu| =n  0 as n  ,
where A=A0 is the linear operator defined by the pair (a, ( } , } ) Ls2(0)) where
a :=a0 .
Proof. In this proof we again write (u, v) for (u, v) L2 . Fix ; # ]0, [
and let $>0 be arbitrary. Then there is an s0=s0 ($, ;)>0 such that
(s+1) e&st<$ for ss0 and t;. There is a j0= j0 ($, ;) such that
*j0>s0 . Thus there is an n0=n0 ($, ;) such that *
=n
j0
>s0 for nn0 . There-
fore we obtain
(4.1) *=nj s0 ($, ;) for nn0 ($, ;) and j j0 ($, ;).
Let Pn : L2 (0)  L2 (0) be the L2 (0)-orthogonal projection of L2 (0) onto
the span of [w=n1 , ..., w
=n
j0&1
]. Let P: L2s (0)  L
2
s (0) be the L
2
s (0)-orthogonal
projection of L2s (0) onto the span of [w1 , ..., wj0&1 ]. Let t; be
arbitrary. Then, for all n # N and u # L2 (0)
Pne&tAn u=e&tAnPnu # D(An)/H 1 (0),
(I&Pn) e&tAn u=e&tAn (I&Pn) u # D(An)/H 1 (0).
Analogously, for all u # L2s (0),
Pe&tAu=e&tAPu # D(A)/H 1s (0),
(I&P) e&tAu=e&tA (I&P) u # D(A)/H 1s (0).
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It follows that
(4.2) |e&tAn un&e&tAu| =n
|Pne&tAn un&Pe&tAu| =n+|(I&Pn) e
&tAn un | =n+|(I&P) e
&tAu| =n .
For every =0 let (*=j ) j # N be the repeated sequence of eigenvalues of A=
and (w=j ) j # N be a corresponding L
2-orthonormal system of eigenvectors.
Write *j and wj for *0j and w
0
j , respectively. Then
(4.3) |Pne&tAn un&Pe&tAu| =n
 :
j0&1
k=1
|e&t*k
=n
(un , w=nk ) w
=n
k &e
&t*k (u, wk) wk | =n
 :
j0&1
k=1
( |e&t*k
=n
(un , w=nk )| |w
=n
k &wk | =n
+|e&t*k
=n
(un , w=nk )&e
&t*k (u, wk)| |wk | =n).
Since w=nk  wk and un  u in L
2 (0) it follows that (un , w=nk )  (u, wk) as
n  , for k=1, ..., j0&1. Moreover * =nk  *k as n   and 0*
=n
k *k for
all n # N easily imply that
(4.4) sup
t # [;, [
|e&t*k
=n
&e&t*k|  0
as n  , for k=1, ..., j0&1. In fact this is clear if *k>0, so, for some
:>0, *k>:>0 and thus *=nk >: for all n large. If *k=0 then *
=n
k =0 for all
n and so (4.4) holds again. Furthermore |w=nk &wk | =n  0 as n  . Finally,
|wk | 2=n=*k+1 is independent of n. All this, together with (4.3), implies that
(4.5) sup
t # [;, [
|Pne&tAnun&Pe&tAu| =n  0 as n  .
Now
(4.6) |(I&Pn) e&tAn un | 2=n= :

j=1
(*=nj +1) |((I&Pn) e
&tAnun , w=nj )|
2
= :

j= j0
(*=nj +1) |(e
&tAn un , w=nj )|
2
= :

j= j0
(*=nj +1)(e
&t*j
=n
)2 |(un , w=nj )|
2
$ |un | 2L2$C.
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Here C :=supn # N |un | 2L2 . We have used (4.1) above. Finally, since v :=
(I&P) e&tAu # H 1s (0), it follows that
(4.7) |(I&P) e&tAu| 2=n=a=n (v, v)+|v|
2
L2=a(v, v)+|v|
2
L2s (0)
= :

j=1
(*j+1) |((I&P) e&tAu, wj)|2
$ |u| 2L2$C,
by the same argument as in (4.6). Since $ is arbitrary, we conclude from
(4.1), (4.5), (4.6), and (4.7) that
sup
t # [;, [
|e&tAnun&e&tAu| =n  0 as n  .
The theorem is proved. K
Now note that, for :, t>0 and *0
(4.8) *:e&*tC(:) t&: with C(:)=(:e):.
As before, for every =0 let (*=j ) j # N be the repeated sequence of eigen-
values of A= and (w =j ) j # N be a corresponding L
2-orthonormal system of
eigenvectors. Using (4.8), we obtain for every =>0, r>0 and u # L2(0)
|e&A=ru| 2= = :

j=1
(* =j +1)(e
&*j
=r)2 |(u, w =j ) |
2
 :

j=1
((* =j )
12 e&*j
= r)2 |(u, w=j ) |
2+ :

j=1
|(u, w=j ) |
2
(C(12)2r&1+1) |u| 2L2 .
Consequently,
(4.9) |e&A=ru| =(C1r&12+1) |u| L2 ,
where
(4.10) C1=(C(12)2+1)12.
Analogously, for every r>0 and u # L2s (0)
(4.11) |e&A0ru| =(C1r&12+1) |u|L2 .
We shall need these estimates in the next section.
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5. CONVERGENCE OF NONLINEAR SEMIGROUPS AND
UPPER SEMICONTINUITY OF ATTRACTORS
In this section we will establish a convergence result for semiflows
generated by certain semilinear parabolic equations whose linear part is A= .
This will then enable us to obtain a result on the upper semicontinuity of
attractors.
In the sequel, given a local semiflow ? on a topological space X, recall
that we write u?t :=?(u, t) for u # X and t # [0, [, with (u, t) in the
domain of definition of ?. Note that the domain of definition of ? is open
in X_[0, [ and for every u # X there is an |u # ]0, ] such that u?t is
defined iff 0t<|u .
Given an interval J/R, a solution of ? on J is a map _: J  X such that
whenever s # J and t # [0, [ is such that s+t # J then _(s) ?t is defined
and _(s) ?t=_(s+t).
For every =>0 the linear operator A= is sectorial on X=L2 (0) and it
follows from Proposition 2.2 and the definition of fractional power spaces
X: that X12=H1 (0). Similarly, A0 is sectorial on X=L2s (0) and X
12=
H 1s (0). Let U be open in H
1 (0) and f : U  L2 (0) be a Lipschitz con-
tinuous map which maps U & H 1s (0) into L
2
s (0). It follows from the
results of [11] that for every =>0 there exists a well-defined local semiflow
?=, f on U generated by the semilinear parabolic equation
u* +A=u= f (u).
Moreover, there exists a well-defined local semiflow ?0, f on U & H 1s (0)
generated by the semilinear parabolic equation
u* +A0u= f (u).
We have the following crucial continuous-dependence result:
Theorem 5.1. Let =n  0+ and write ?n :=?=n , f , | } | n :=| } | =n and
An :=A=n . Morever, write ? :=?0, f and A :=A0 . Let (un) be a sequence in
H1 (0) converging in the norm of L2 (0) to some u # H 1s (0). Let b # ]0, [
and suppose that un?n t and u?t are defined for all n # N and t # [0, b]. Then
for every t # ]0, b] and every sequence (tn) in ]0, b] converging to t
|un ?n tn&u?t| n  0 as n  .
Proof. In this proof we denote by C1 , C2 , ..., various real positive con-
stants, independent of x or t # ]0, b]. For every t # [0, b] we have, by the
variation-of-constants formula,
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un?n t&u?t=e&Antun&e&Atu
+|
t
0
e&An(t&s) ( f (un?n s))& f (u?s)) ds
+|
t
0
(e&An(t&s) f (u?s)&e&A(t&s) f (u?s)) ds.
Define the function gn : [0, b]_[0, b]  R as follows: If 0<s<t then set
gn (t, s)=|e&An(t&s) f (u?s)&e&A(t&s) f (u?s)|n
and set gn (t, s)=0 otherwise. The function gn restricted to the set of (s, t)
with 0<s<t is continuous. Thus gn is measurable on [0, b]_[0, b]. By
Fubini’s theorem the function
cn (t) :=|
b
0
gn (t, s) ds=|
t
0
gn (t, s) ds
is a.e. defined and measurable on [0, b]. Set
an (t) :=|e&An tun&e&Atu|n+cn (t) for t # ]0, b]
and an (0) :=0. It follows that an is measurable on [0, b]. Using (4.9),
(4.10), and (4.11) we obtain
(5.1) | gn (t, s)|2C2 (C1 (t&s)&12+1) for 0<s<t,
where
C2= sup
s # [0, b]
| f (u?s)|L2<.
Now let (tn) be any sequence in ]0, b] converging to some t # ]0, b]. If
0<s<t then for some n0 and some ;>0, tn&s>; for nn0 . By Theorem 4.1,
gn (tn , s)  0. If 0<t<s then for some n0 , tn<s and so gn (tn , s)=0 for
all nn0 . Again gn (tn , s)  0. It follows from (5.1) and the dominated
convergence theorem that
cn (tn)  0.
Thus, again using Theorem 4.1 we obtain
an (tn)  0.
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In particular,
(5.2) an (t)  0 for all t # ]0, b].
Furthermore, a trivial integration implies that
an (t)C3 (t&12+1) for t # ]0, b].
Let L # [0, [ be a Lipschitz constant of f on U. An application of
Henry’s Inequality [11, Lemma 7.1.1] implies that
|un ?n t&u?t|nan (t)+|
t
0
\(t&s) an (s) ds for t # ]0, b],
where
\(x) := :

n=1
(L1(;))n
1(n;)
xn;&1
with ; :=12.
The function \:]0, [  ]0, [ is well defined and continuous on
]0, [ and it satisfies the estimate
\(x)C4x&12+C4 for x # ]0, b].
Let (tn) be any sequence in ]0, b] converging to some t # ]0, b]. Fix a $0
with 0<$0<t and let $>0 with 2$<$0 be arbitrary. There is an
n0=n0 ($) such that |tn&t|<$ for nn0 . Therefore for all such n and all
s # [0, t&2$] it follows that tn&s>$ so \(tn&s)C4$&12+C4 . Thus
\(tn&s) an (s)C5 (s&12+1) for s # ]0, t&2$].
Therefore (5.2) and the dominated convergence theorem show that
|
t&2$
0
\(tn&s) an(s) ds  0.
On the other hand, for s # [t&2$, tn] we have that st&$0>0 so
an (s)C6 . Therefore
|
tn
t&2$
\(tn&s) an (s) dsC7 ($12+$).
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Since $<$0 is arbitrary, it follows that
|
tn
0
\(tn&s) an (s) ds  0.
Consequently,
|un ?n tn&u?tn |n  0.
Since obviously,
|u?tn&u?t|n=|u?tn&u?t| H1  0
we obtain that
|un ?n tn&u?t| n  0.
The theorem is proved. K
Corollary 5.2. Let =n  0+ and write ?n :=?=n , f , ? :=?0, f and
| } |n :=| } | =n . Let C # [0, [ and for every n # N let _n : R  H
1 (0) be a
solution of ?n such that
sup
t # R
|_n (t)|nC.
Assume also that the map f is Lipschitzian on the set of all u # H1 (0) with
|u|H 1C and that, whenever u # H 1s with |u|H 1C then u?t is defined for all
t # [0, [.
Under these hypotheses, there is a subsequence of (_n)n , denoted by the
same symbol (_n)n , and there is a solution _: R  H 1s of ? such that
|_n (t)&_(t)|n  0 for every t # R.
Proof. If (un)n is any sequence in H1 (0) such that
(5.3) sup
n # N
|un |nC
then there is a subsequence of (un)n , again denoted by (un)n , such that
(un)n converges weakly in H1 (0) and strongly in L2 (0) to some
u # H 1 (0). In view of (5.3) we have {y un  0 in L2 (0), which easily
implies that {y u=0, i.e., u # H 1s (0). Applying this to the sequences
(_n (&k))n for every k # N0 and using Cantor’s diagonal procedure we
easily obtain the existence of a subsequence of (_n)n , denoted by the same
symbol (_n)n , and a sequence v(&k) # H 1s (0), k # N0 , such that for every
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k # N0 the subsequence (_n (&k)) converges weakly in H 1 (0) and strongly
in L2 (0) to v(&k). If follows that |v(&k)|H 1C so
{k (t) :=v(&k) ?(t+k)
is well-defined for all t # [&k, [. For every k # N0 and every t #
]&k, [
_n (t)=_n (&k) ?n (t+k)
so by Theorem 5.1
|_n (t)&{k (t)| n  0.
In particular, if l and k # N0 with l>k, this implies that {l (t)={k (t) for
t # [&k, [. It follows that there exists a unique function _: R  H 1s (0)
such that _(t)={k (t) for t # [&k, [. Consequently, _ is a solution of ?
satisfying
|_n (t)&_(t)|n  0 for every t # R.
The corollary is proved. K
The following technical result is needed later to prove that the Nemitski
operator generated by a scalar function maps H 1s (0) to L
2
s (0).
Theorem 5.3. Let g # C1 (R  R) and u # H 1s (0) be such that g b u #
L2 (0). Then g b u # L2s (0).
To prove this theorem we need the following well-known result:
Proposition 5.4. Let G # C 1 (R  R) with sups # R |G$(s)|<. If p1
and u # W1, p (0), then G b u # W1, p (0) and  i (G b u)=(G$ b u)  iu.
Proof. This is just a modification of Proposition IX.5 in [6], obtained
by observing that the additional assumption G(0)=0 made there is super-
fluous for domains 0 with finite measure. K
Proof of Theorem 5.3. For every n # N let hn # C 10 (R  R) be such that
0hn1 and hn (s)=1 for |s|n. Let gn= g } hn . Then gn # C 10 (R  R)
so sups # R | g$n(s)|<. Therefore, by Theorem 5.4, gn b u # H1 (0) and
{y (gn b u)=(g$n b u) {y u. Since {yu=0, we have {y (gn b u)=0 so gn b u #
H 1s (0). Since u(x) is finite a.e. it follows that for a.e. x # 0 there is an
n0=n0 (x) with |u(x)|n0 . Thus |(gn b u)(x)&(g b u)(x)|=0 for nn0 so
|(gn b u)(x)&(g b u)(x)|  0 a.e. Now | gn b u|| g| b u so | gn b u& g b u|
2 | g| b u. As | g| b u # L2 (0), it follows from the dominated convergence
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theorem that gn b u  g b u in L2 (0), so g b u # L2s (0). This proves the
theorem. K
Consider the following hypothesis:
(H1) f # C 1 (R  R) and | f $(s)|C( |s| ;+1) for s # R, where C and
; # [0, [ are arbitrary real constants. If n :=M+N>2 then in addition,
;( p*2)&1, where p*=2n(n&2)>2.
Let F( y) := y0 f (s) ds for y # R.
We have the following essentially known result, which we state here
without proof:
Proposition 5.5. Assume hypothesis (H1).
Then f b v # L2 (0) whenever v # H1 (0). Moreover, the Nemitski operator
f : H 1 (0)  L2 (0), v [ f b v,
is well-defined and Lipschitzian on bounded subsets of H1 (0) and it maps
bounded subsets of H1 (0) into bounded subsets of L2 (0).
Furthermore, F b v # L1 (0) whenever v # H 1 (0) and the Nemitski operator
F : H 1 (0)  L1 (0), v [ F b v,
is well-defined, it maps bounded subsets of H1 (0) into bounded subsets of
L1 (0) and it is Fre chet differentiable on H 1 (0) with DF (v)(u)= f (v) } u for
all v and u # H1 (0).
We also state the following well known result on the existence of global
attractors:
Theorem 5.6 (cf. [7, 11, 12]). Let X be a Banach space and A: D(A)
 X be a sectorial operator with compact resolvent. Given : # [0, 1[ let
f : X:  X be a locally Lipschitzian map which maps bounded sets in X: into
bounded sets in X. Let ? be the local semiflow on X : generated by the semi-
linear parabolic equation
u* +Au= f (u).
Suppose that ? is gradient-like with respect to a continuous function
V: X:  R, i.e. for every u # X: which is not an equilibrium of ? the function
t [ V(u?t), t # [0, |u[, is nonincreasing and nonconstant.
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In addition, assume that
(1) there is a K # [0, [ such that
|u|X :K(V(u)+1)
for every u # X:;
(2) for every bounded subset B of X:
sup
u # B
V(u)<.
Finally, suppose that the set E of equilibria of ? is bounded in X :.
Under these hypotheses, ? is a global semiflow, i.e., u?t is defined for every
u # X: and every t # [0, [.
Let A? be the set of all full bounded orbits of ?, i.e., the set of all
u # X : for which there exists a solution _: R  X: of ? with _(0)=u and
supt # R |_(t)|X:<.
Then A? is compact and connected in X: and it attracts every bounded
subset B of X:, i.e., for every $>0 there is a t(B, $)0 such that
infv # A |u?t&v|X :<$ for every u # B and every tt(B, $).
We call A? the global attractor of ?.
Now assume hypothesis (H1). Then by Proposition 5.5 and Theorem 5.3
the Nemitski operator f : H1 (0)  L2 (0) is well-defined, Lipschitz con-
tinuous on bounded sets in H1(0) and f (H 1s (0))/L
2
s (0). Therefore for
every =>0 the local semiflow ?=, f on H1 (0) is well-defined. Moreover, the
local semiflow ?0, f on H 1s (0) is also well-defined.
Define the functions
V=: H1 (0)  R, u [ (12) a= (u, u)&|
0
F (u) dx dy, =>0,
and
V0: H 1s (0)  R, u [ (12) a0 (u, u)&|
0
F (u) dx dy.
Proposition 5.5 implies that for every =0, the function V= is Fre chet-
differentiable and so, in particular, continuous. Moreover, if J is an open
interval in R and _ is a solution of ?= on J, then _ is differentiable as a map
into H1(0) so the chain-rule immediately implies that
(V= b _)$ (t)=&|_* (t)| 2L2 , t # J.
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Thus for every =0, the local semiflow ?= is gradient-like with respect
to V= . Using Proposition 5.5 we also obtain the following
Lemma 5.7. Given C # [0, [ set
C$=C$(C)= sup
|u|H 1C
|F (u)|L1<.
Then:
(1) whenever = # ]0, 1] and u # H1 (0) with |u| =C, then V= (u)
(12) |u| =2+C$;
(2) whenever u # H1s (0) with |u|H1C, then V0 (u)(12) |u|
2
H1+C$. K
Now suppose, in addition, that f satisfies the following dissipatives
condition:
(H2) lim sup |s|   f (s)s&‘ for some ‘>0.
Then an obvious calculation implies that for every ’>0 there is a
c$=c$(’) # [0, [ such that
(5.4) f (s) s(&‘+’) s2+c$ for all s # R
and
(5.5) F(s)(12)(&‘+’) s2+c$ for all s # R.
Using (5.5) we therefore obtain, for = # ]0, 1],
V= (u)(12) a= (u, u)+(12)(‘&’) |u| 2L2&c$(’) +M+N(0), u # H
1 (0)
and
V0 (u)(12) a0 (u, u)+(12)(‘&’) |u| 2L2&c$(’) +M+N(0), u # H
1
s (0).
Fixing ’ with 0<’<‘ and setting c :=c$(’) +M+N(0) and } :=
(12) min[1, ‘&’] we obtain, for = # ]0, 1],
(5.6) |u| 2= (1})(V= (u)+c), u # H
1 (0)
and
(5.7) |u| 2H 1(1})(V0 (u)+c), u # H
1
s (0).
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Thus for = # ]0, 1],
(5.8) |u| =K(V= (u)+1), u # H 1 (0)
and
(5.9) |u|H1K(V0 (u)+1), u # H 1s (0)
where K :=max[1(2}), (c(2}))+(12)].
Now let = # [0, 1] and let u be an equilibrium of ?=, f . Then u # D(A=)
and A= (u)= f (u). Consequently, using (5.4) we see that
(5.10) a= (u, u)=(A= (u), u) =( f (u), u)(&‘+’) |u| 2L2+c
so, if = # ]0, 1],
(5.11) |u| =2c}
and, if ==0,
(5.12) |u| 2H 1c}.
Therefore we obtain the following
Theorem 5.8. If the function f satisfies the hypotheses (H1) and (H2),
then for every = # [0, 1], the local semiflow ?= :=?=, f is a global semiflow
(on H1 (0), for =>0 and on H 1s (0) for ==0). Moreover, the set A= :=A?=
of all full bounded orbits of ?= is compact, connected and attracts every set
B which is bounded in H1 (0) for =>0 and bounded in H 1s (0) for ==0.
Proof. This is merely an application of Theorem 5.6 using Lemma 5.7
together with (5.8), (5.9), (5.11), and (5.12). K
Lemma 5.9. Let C$=C$(C) with C :=c} be as in Lemma 5.7. Define
K$ :=(c2)(1&(‘&’)})+C$<. Then
sup
= # ]0, 1]
sup
u # A=
|u| =2(1})(K$+c)
and
sup
u # A0
|u| 2H 1(1})(K$+c).
Proof. Let = # [0, 1] and u # A= be arbitrary. Then there is a full
bounded solution _ of ?= with _(0)=u. Now _(R) lies in a compact subset
of H1 (0) so, in particular, the :-limit set of _ contains an element v. It
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follows that V= (u)V= (v) and v is an equilibrium of ?= . Thus by (5.10),
(5.11), and (5.12) we have
V= (u)(12) a= (v, v)+C$(12)((&‘+’) |v| 2L2+c)+C$
(12)((&‘+’)(c})+c)+C$=K$.
Now the inequalities (5.6) and (5.7) conclude the proof. K
We can now prove the upper-semicontinuity result announced in the
Introduction:
Theorem 5.10. The family of attractors (A=)= # [0, 1] is upper-semicon-
tinuous at ==0 with respect to the family of norms | } | = . In other words,
lim
=  0+
sup
u # A=
inf
v # A0
|u&v| = 0.
Proof. If the theorem is not true, then there exists a $>0, a sequence
(=n)n # N in ]0, 1] converging to 0 and a sequence of full bounded solutions
_n of ?=n such that
(5.13) inf
v # A0
|un&v| =n>$ for all n # N.
where un :=_n (0). By Lemma 5.9,
sup
t # R
|_n (t)| 2=n(1})(K$+c)< for all n # N.
Corollary 5.2 implies that there is a subsequence of (_n)n , denoted by the
same symbol (_n)n , and a full solution _ of ?0 , such that
|_n (t)&_(t)| =n  0 for every t # R.
It follows that
sup
t # R
|_(t)| 2H1(1})(K$+c)
so _(R)/A0 . In particular,
|un&v| =n  0, where v :=_(0) # A0 ,
contradicting (5.13). The theorem is proved. K
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6. NICELY DECOMPOSED DOMAINS
In this section we will characterize the limit operator A0 for a reasonably
large class of planar domains and show that the corresponding limiting
equation can be viewed as a parabolic boundary value problem on a
certain graph.
We say that an open set 0 # RM+N has connected vertical sections if for
every x # RM the x-section 0x is connected. Of course, this section is non-
empty if and only if x # P(0), where P: RM_RN  RM, (x, y) [ x is the
projection onto the first M components.
Proposition 6.1. Suppose 0 has connected vertical sections. Let J :=
P(0) and define the function p: J  ]0, [ by x [ +N(0x). If u # L2 (0)
satisfies {yu=0 in the distributional sense, then there is a null set S in
RM+N and a function v # L1loc (J) such that u(x, y)=v(x) for every
(x, y) # 0"S. Moreover, p12v # L2 (J ). If u # H1 (0) then xi v # L
1
loc (J) for
i=1, ..., M and we can choose the null set S so that u(x, y)=v(x) and
xi u(x, y)=xi v(x) for every i=1, ..., M and (x, y) # 0"S. Moreover,
p12xiv # L
2 (J ) for every i=1, ..., M. Finally, if M=1 then we can choose
the function v to be absolutely continuous on J. The function u~ : 0  R,
u~ (x, y)=v(x) is then a continuous representative of u.
Proof. We follow the proof of Theorem 2.5. The functions vn defined
there are in L1loc(Un). Moreover, we obviously have J=n # N Un . If
x # J"Z then there is a y # 0x"Sx so for every m # N with x # Um we have
u(x, y)=vm(x). In particular,
vm |(Um & Un)"Z=vn | (Um & Un)"Z for all m, n # N.
Hence there exists a unique function v: J"Z  R with v(x)=vn (x) for every
n # N and every x # Un"Z. By trivially extending v to J we obtain a func-
tion v # L1loc (J ) such that u(x, y)=v(x) for every (x, y) # 0"S. If u # L2 (0)
then the equality
|
0
u2 dx dy=|
J
p } v2 dx
implies p12v # L2 (J ). If u # H1 (0) then, by Lemma 2.3 we can choose
the null set S such that for every m # N the function vm lies in L1loc (Um),
u(x, y)=vm(x) and xi u(x, y)=xi vm (x) for every i=1, ..., M and
(x, y) # 0m"S. This easily implies the third assertion of the proposition. To
prove the last assertion let M=1. By Lemma 2.3 we can assume that vm
is absolutely continuous on Um for every m # N. Now this implies that
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FIGURE 1
the extension v of all the functions vm is uniquely defined and absolutely
continuous on J. The proposition is proved. K
Note that, given a nonempty bounded domain 0 in RM+N and P as
in the proposition, J0 :=P(0) is a nonempty bounded domain in RM. In
particular, if M=1 then J0=]a0 , b0[, where &<a0<b0<.
Given a # R and $ # ]0, [ we set
I$ (a) :=]a&$, a+$[, I$& (a) :=]a&$, a[,
and
I$+ (a) :=]a, a+$[.
Definition 6.2 (cf. Fig. 1). Let M=N=1 and 0, 01 , 02 be nonempty
bounded domains in RM+N. Set ai :=a0i and bi :=b0i , i=1, 2. Given c # R
we say that 01 joins 02 at c in 0 if the following properties hold:
(1) 0 1 & 0 2=[c]_[;, #] where ;=;01 , 02 and #=#01 , 02 are some
real numbers with ;<#;
(2) c=a02=b01 ;
(3) [c]_];, #[/0;
(4) whenever d # ];, #[, then there is a $=$(d)>0 with the property
that
I$ (d)/];, #[
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and
I$& (c)_I$ (d )/01 , I$+ (c)_I$ (d )/02 .
We say that 01 and 02 join at c in 0 if 01 joins 02 at c in 0 or 02 joins
01 at c in 0.
Definition 6.3. Assume that 0/R_R is a nonempty bounded open
domain with Lipschitz boundary. Let P: R_R  R, (x, y) [ x be the pro-
jection onto the first variable. A nice decomposition of 0 is a collection
01 , ..., 0r of nonempty pairwise disjoint open connected subsets of 0
with connected vertical sections such that, defining Jk :=J0k , ak :=a0k ,
bk :=b0k , k=1, ..., r, the following properties are satisfied:
(1) 0"(rk=1 0k)/Z, where Z :=rl=1 ([al , bl]_R);
(2) whenever k=1, ..., r then 0k /0 _ ([ak , bk]_R) and for
c # [ak , bk], 0k & ([c]_R)=[c]_I, where I is a compact (possibly
degenerate) interval in R;
FIGURE 2
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(3) whenever k, l=1, ..., r, k{l and (c, d) # 0 k & 0 l is arbitrary then
either 0k and 0 l join at c in 0 or else there is an m # [1, ..., r] such that
0k and 0m join at c in 0 and 0l and 0m join at c in 0 (cf. Fig. 2);
(4) for every k=1, ..., r the function pk : Jk  ]0, [, x [ +1 ((0k)x),
is such that 1pk is integrable on a (punctured) neighborhood of the
boundary points of Jk .
Remarks. (1) Property (1) easily implies that 0 =rk=1 0 k . Indeed,
rk=1 0 k /0 , of course. If z # 0 then there is a sequence zn , n # N, in 0
converging to z. By perturbing zn slightly we may assume that zn  Z. But
then zn # rk=1 0k . Therefore, taking a subsequence if necessary, we may
assume that there is an l # [1, ..., r] such that zn # 0l for all n # N. Hence
z # 0 l and this proves 0 /rk=1 0 k .
(2) It can be shown that real analytic domains are nicely decom-
posable.
(3) Figure 3 below illustrates a nice decomposition.
In the rest of this section, given a nice decomposition 01 , ..., 0r of 0, set
E := .
r
k=1
(([ak , bk]_R) & 0k ) .
Proposition 6.4. Let 01 , ..., 0r be a nice decomposition of 0. Then
every function v # H 1s (0) & C(0) can be uniquely extended to a continuous
function v~ : 0  R. The function v~ is constant on every connected component
of E.
Moreover, whenever P is a connected component of E then there is a
function v # H 1s (0) & C(0) with v~ | P#1 and v~ | (E"P)#0.
Proof. Let v # H 1s (0) & C(0) be arbitrary. By Proposition 6.1, for every
k=1, ..., r there is an absolutely continuous function vk : Jk  R such that
v(x, y)=vk (x) for (x, y) # 0k . We prove that vk can be extended by con-
tinuity to a function on [ak , bk]. In fact, if x and x$, x<x$, are close to
ak or bk then by Ho lder’s inequality
|vk (x$)&vk (x)| 2= } |
x$
x
p&12k p
12
k v$k ds }
2
|
x$
x
1pk ds |
x$
x
pk (v$k)2 ds.
Since p12k vk # L
2 (Jk) by Proposition 6.1, the integrability condition on
1pk implies that |vk (x$)&vk (x)|  0 as x, x$  ak (resp. x, x$  bk) so
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FIGURE 3
there exist limits vk (ak)=limx  ak vk (x) and vk (bk)=limx  bk vk (x). We
have the following
Lemma 6.5. If k, l=1, ..., r, k{l, c # R, and 0k and 0l join at c in 0
then vk (c)=vl (c).
Proof of the Lemma. In fact, we may assume that
0 k & 0 l=[c]_[;, #],
where ;=;0k , 0l and #=#0k , 0l are as in Definition 6.2 and c=al=bk .
Let d # ];, #[ be arbitrary and $=$(d) be as in Definition 6.2. Since
v(x, d )=vk (x) for x # I&$ (c) and v(x, d )=vl (x) for x # I
+
$ (c), the continuity
of v, vk , and vl obviously implies that vk (c)=v(c, d )=vl (c). K
Since 0 k /[ak , bk]_R it follows that the function v~ k : 0 k  R,
(x, y) [ v(x) is well-defined and continuous. We will show that for all k
and l=1, ..., r, k{l,
(6.1) v~ k (c, d )=v~ l (c, d ) for (c, d ) # 0 k & 0 l .
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Let (c, d ) # 0 k & 0 l be arbitrary. Then either 0k and 0l join at c in 0 or
else there is an m # [1, ..., r] such that 0k and 0m join at c in 0 and 0l and
0m join at c in 0. In the first case vk (c)=vl (c) by the lemma, and in the
second case vk (c)=vm (c)=vl (c), again by the lemma. Thus vk (c)=vl (c),
so v~ k (c, d )=vk (c)=vl (c)=v~ l (c, d ), proving our claim. Thus there is a
uniquely defined function v~ : 0  R which extends every v~ k . It is clear that
v~ is a continuous extension of v. This proves the existence of v~ . The unique-
ness of v~ is obvious. Now, by property (2) of Definition 6.3, every con-
nected component P of E has the form P=[c]_I where I=[‘, ’] is a
compact interval in R. This interval is the union of a finite number of inter-
vals Ij , j # _, _ being a subset of [1, ..., r], such that c # [aj , bj] and
v~ =v~ j #const on [c]_Ij . Thus the continuous function v~ assumes a finite
number of values on the connected set P and so it must be constant on P.
Let us now prove the last part of the proposition. Let P=[c]_I be a
connected component of E. We claim that there is a $1>0 such that the
interval J :=[‘&2$1 , ’+2$1] is such that ([c]_J ) & 0 =P. In fact,
otherwise there is a sequence yn , n # N, with yn  I converging to some y # I
and such that (c, yn) # 0 for all n # N. By the remark following Definition 6.3
we may assume that there is an l # [1, ..., r] such that (c, yn) # 0 l for all
n # N so (c, y) # 0 l . On the other hand by the definition of E there
is a k # [1, ..., r] such that (c, y) # 0k & ([ak , bk]_R). It follows that
(c, y) # 0 k & 0 l . If k=l then c # [a l , bl]. If k{l then property (3) of
Definition 6.3 again implies c # [al , bl]. Consequently, yn # Il for all n # N,
where Il is the interval such that [c]_Il=0l & ([c]_R). Since y # Il the
connectedness of P implies that Il /I, so yn # I for all n # N, a contra-
diction. Our claim is proved. This claim implies the existence of a $2>0
such that the set [c&2$2 , c+2$2]_([‘&2$1 , ‘&$1] _ [’+$1 , ’+2$1])
is disjoint from 0 and the set [c&2$2 , c+2$2]_[‘&2$1 , ’+2$1] is
disjoint from E"P. Let : R  R be a C-function with support in J
and which is 1 on a neighborhood of [‘&$1 , ’+$1]. Moreover, let ,: R  R
be a C-function with support in [c&2$2 , c+2$2] and which is 1 on
[c&$2 , c+$2]. Define the function w: 0  R, by (x, y) [ ,(x) ( y). It
follows that w is continuous and v :=w|0 lies in H1 (0) & C(0). It also
easily follows that yv(x, y)=,(x) $( y)#0 on 0 so v # H 1s (0) & C(0).
Hence w=v~ . By the construction, w#1 on P and w#0 on E"P. This
proves the last assertion of the proposition. K
We now have the following result:
Theorem 6.6. Let u: 0  R and w: 0  R be arbitrary.
The following conditions are equivalent:
(1) u is in the domain of definition of the linear operator A0 and
A0u=w.
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(2) There are functions uk : Jk  R and wk : Jk  R, k=1, ..., r and a
null set S in R_R such that the following properties hold:
(a) for every k=1, ..., r the functions p12k uk and p
12
k wk lie in
L2 (Jk), the distributional derivative u$k of uk is an L1loc (Jk)-function with
p12k u$k # L
2 (Jk), the distributional derivative ( pku$k )$ of pk u$k is an L1loc (Jk)-
function with ( pk u$k )$=&pkwk , and u(x, y)=uk (x), w(x, y)=wk (x) for all
(x, y) # 0k"S;
(b) the limits uk (c) :=limx  c uk (x) and u l (c) :=limx  c u l (x) exist
and are equal whenever k, l # [1, ..., r], k{l and 0k joins 0l at c,
(c) whenever P is a connected component of E (necessarily of the
form P=[c]_I, where c # rk=1 [ak , bk] and I is an interval ) then
:
k # _+
( pku$k )(c)= :
k # _&
( pku$k )(c).
Here, _+=_+ (P) is the set of all k such that 0 k & ([bk]_R)/P and so
bk=c, while _&=_& (P) is the set of all k such that 0 k & ([ak]_R)/P
and so ak=c.
Proof. Suppose u # D(A0) and A0 (u)=w. By Proposition 6.1 we may
assume that u is continuous. Fix k=1, ..., r arbitrarily. The proposition also
implies that there is an absolutely continuous function uk : Jk  R, a func-
tion w: Jk  R and a null set Sk in R_R such that u(x, y)=uk (x) for all
(x, y) # 0k and w(x, y)=wk (x) for all (x, y) # 0k"Sk . In addition, we may
assume that the distributional derivative u$k of uk is a L1loc -function such
that xu(x, y)=u$k (x) for all (x, y) # 0k"Sk . By Proposition 6.1 the func-
tions p12k uk , p
12
k u$k and p
12
k wk lie in L
2 (Jk). We shall now show that
( pk u$k )$=&pk wk in D(Jk). To this end let , # D(Jk) be arbitrary and
L/Jk be the support of ,. Define the function v: 0  R by v(x, y)=,(x)
if (x, y) # 0k (so x # Jk), and v(x, y)=0 otherwise. Then clearly v is of class
C around every point in rl=1 0l . Let (x, y) # 0"
r
l=1 0l be arbitrary.
Then (x, y) # Z so, in particular, x$  L for all (x$, y$) lying in a neighbor-
hood of (x, y). For all such (x$, y$) it follows that v(x$, y$)=0, so v is tri-
vially of class C in a neighborhood of (x, y). We thus obtain that
v # H 1s (0). It follows that
|
0
{u {v dx dy=|
0k
{u {v dx dy=|
Jk
pku$k ,$ dx=&|
Jk
( pk u$k)$ , dx.
Moreover,
|
0
wv dx dy=|
0k
wv dx dy=|
Jk
pkwk , dx.
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By the definition of D(A0)
|
0
{u {v dx dy=|
0
wv dx dy.
This proves that ( pku$k )$=&pkwk in D$(Jk), as claimed. This proves
part (a).
From the proof of Proposition 6.1 we see that for k=1, ..., r and
c # [ak , bk] the limit uk (c) :=limx  c uk exists. If k{l and 0k joins 0l at
some c # R then c=al=bk . Let d # ];kl , #kl[ be arbitrary and $=$(d ) be
as in Definition 6.2. Then by the continuity of u
uk (c)=uk (bk)= lim
x  b&k
uk (x)= lim
x  b&k
u(x, d )
=u(c, d )= lim
x  a+l
u(x, d )= lim
x  a+l
ul (x)=ul (al)=ul (c).
This proves part (b). Now let v # H 1s (0) & C(0) be arbitrary and vk ,
k=1, ..., r and v~ be as in Proposition 6.1. By part (a) and the proof of
Proposition 6.1 we see that for k=1, ..., r and c # [ak , bk] the limits
( pk u$k )(c) := lim
x  c
( pku$k)(x), vk (c)= lim
x  c
vk (x)
exist. Moreover, the integration-by-part formula is valid and ( pk u$k )$=
&pk wk a.e. on [ak , bk] so
|
Jk
pk u$kv$k dx=( pku$k )(bk) vk (bk)&( pku$k )(ak) vk (ak)&|
Jk
( pku$k )$ vk dx
=( pku$k )(bk) vk (bk)&( pku$k )(ak) vk (ak)+|
Jk
pk wk vk dx.
We thus obtain
(6.2) :
r
k=1
(( pku$k )(bk) vk (bk)&( pku$k )(ak) vk (ak))=0.
Now whenever k=1, ..., r, then vk (ak)=v~ (ak , y&k ), vk (bk)=v~ (bk , y
+
k )
where y&k and y
+
k are arbitrary such that (ak , y
&
k ) # 0 k & ([ak]_R) and
(bk , y+k ) # 0 k & ([bk]_R). Let P be a connected component of E and v be
such that v~ | P#1 and v~ | (E"P)#0. Hence by our choice of v
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:
r
k=1
(( pku$k )(bk) vk (bk)&( pku$k )(ak) vk (ak))
= :
r
k=1
(( pku$k )(bk) v~ (bk , y+k )&( pk u$k )(ak) v~ (ak , y
&
k ))
= :
k # _+(P)
( pk u$k )(c)& :
k # _&(P)
( pku$k )(c).
Now (6.2) implies
:
k # _+(P)
( pku$k )(c)= :
k # _&(P)
( pku$k )(c).
This proves part (c). We shall now show that (2) implies (1). Assume
the hypotheses of (2). Define u(x, y)=uk (x), |(x, y)=u$k(x) and w(x, y)
=wk (x) for k=1, ..., r and (x, y) # 0k . Since Z is a null set in R2 it follows
that u, | and w are a.e. defined and part (a) implies that u, | and w # L2 (0).
To prove that u # H 1s (0) with xu=| it is enough to show that for every
(x0 , y0) # 0 there is a ;>0 such that I; (x0)_I; ( y0)/0 and whenever
, # D(I; (x0)) and  # D(I; ( y0)) then
|
0
u,$ dx dy=&|
0
|, dx dy
and
|
0
u,$ dx dy=0.
Now this is clear if (x0 , y0) # rk=1 0k , so let (x0 , y0) # 0"
r
k=1 0k be
arbitrary. It follows that (x0 , y0) # Z. Therefore there is ;>0 such that
I; (x0)_I; ( y0)/0 and (I; (x0)_I; ( y0)) & Z/[x0]_R. It follows that
I&; (x0)_I; ( y0)/
r
k=1 0k and I
+
; (x0)_I; ( y0)/
r
k=1 0k . Since I
&
; (x0)
_I; ( y0) is connected there is a k such that I&; (x0)_I; ( y0)/0k . Similarly,
there is an l such that I+; (x0)_I;( y0)/0l . We claim that k{l. In fact,
otherwise (x0 , y0) # 0k & [ak , bk]_R so x0 # [ak , bk]. However, if x0=
ak then I&; (x0)_I; ( y0) is disjoint from 0k and if x0=bk then I
+
; (x0)_
I; ( y0) is disjoint from 0k . In both cases we obtain a contradiction. Thus
0k joins 0l at x0 and so uk (x0)=ul (x0) by (b). If , # D(I; (x0)) and  #
D(I; ( y0)) are arbitrary then
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|
0
u,$ dx dy=|
I;
&(x0)_I; ( y0)
u,$ dx dy+|
I;
+(x0)_I; ( y0)
u,$ dx dy
=\|I;&(x0) uk,$ dx+|I;+(x0) ul,$ dx+ |I; ( y0)  dy
=\uk (x0) ,(x0)&|I;&(x0) u$k, dx&ul (x0) ,(x0)
&|
I;
+(x0)
u$l, dx+ |I; ( y0)  dy
=&|
0
|, dx dy.
Since I; ( y0) $ dy=0 we immediately obtain
|
0
u,$ dx dy=0.
This proves that u # H 1s (0). To prove that w # L
2
s (0), choose sequences
,k& # D(Jk), k=1, ..., r and & # N such that
lim
&  0 |Jk pk (wk&,k&)
2 dx=0, k=1, ..., r.
Define the functions !&: 0  R, & # N, by !& (x, y) :=,k& (x) for k=1, ..., r
and (x, y) # 0k . By the above argument we obtain that !& # H 1s (0) for
& # N. Moreover, !&  w in L2 (0). Thus w # L2s (0). Now let v # H
1
s (0) &
C(0) be arbitrary and vk , k=1, ..., r and v~ be as in Proposition 6.1. Then
using the same notation as in the first part of the proof we obtain
(6.3) :
r
k=1
(( pku$k )(bk) vk (bk)&( pku$k )(ak) vk (ak))
= :
r
k=1
(( pku$k )(bk) v~ (bk , y+k )&( pk u$k )(ak) v~ (ak , y
&
k ))
= :
P # P \ :k # _+(P) ( pku$k)(cP) v~ (cP , y
+
k )
& :
k # _&(P)
( pku$k )(cP) v~ (cP , y&k )+ .
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Here, P is the (finite) set of connected components of E and, whenever
P # P, then cP is the unique number such that P/[cP]_R. Since v~ is
constant on every P # P, it follows from (c) and (6.3) that
(6.4) :
r
k=1
(( pku$k )(bk) vk (bk)&( pku$k )(ak) vk (ak))=0.
We thus obtain, using integration by parts,
|
0
{u{v dx dy= :
r
k=1
|
Jk
pku$kv$k dx
= :
r
k=1 \( pk u$k )(bk) vk (bk)&( pku$k )(ak) vk (ak)
&|
Jk
( pk u$k )$vk dx+
=& :
r
k=1
|
Jk
( pk u$k )$ vk dx= :
r
k=1
|
Jk
pkwk vk dx=|
0
wv dx dy.
The theorem is proved. K
Using Theorem 6.6. we can now show that, unlike in the ordinate set
case considered by Hale and Raugel, the operator A0 may have a double
eigenvalue:
Example (cf. Fig. 4). Let 0 :=]&?, ?[_]0, 3["[0, ?]_[1, 2], 01 :=
]&?, 0[_]0, 3[, 02 :=]0, ?[_]0, 1[ and 03 :=]0, ?[_]2, 3[. Then
with Z :=[0]_R we obtain a nice decomposition of 0. In this case J1=
]&?, 0[, J2=J3=]0, ?[, p1 (x)#3 and p2 (x)#p3 (x)#1. For a, b # R
arbitrary define u1 (x) :=(13)(a+b) sin(12)x for x # J1 , u2 (x)=a sin(12)x
and u3 (x)=b sin(12)x for x # J2=J3 . With * :=14 and u(x, y) :=uk (x)
for (x, y) # 0k , k=1, 2, 3, it follows that u # D(A0) and A0u=*u. Since a
and b are arbitrary, it follows that * is an eigenvalue of A0 with multiplicity
(at least) two.
Theorem 6.6 suggests that for nicely decomposed planar domains 0, the
limiting reaction-diffusion equation
(6.5) u* +A0u= f (u)
on H 1s (0) can be viewed as a reaction-diffusion equation on a graph 1.
Figure 3 suggests that the edges of this graph are the intervals [ak , bk], for
k=1, ..., r and their endpoints are its vertices. Moreover, each interval
should be repeated the number of times it occurs in the sequence
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FIGURE 4
([ak , bk])rk=1 . On the other hand each endpoint c should be repeated the
number of times it occurs as the x-component of a connected component
of E. Denoting, as before, by P the set of all connected components of E
we should therefore either work with a graph whose edges and vertices
form multisets, or, for those who do not like multisets, we may label the
edges and the vertices and thus define the edge set E (1 ) and the vertex set
V (1 ) of 1 as
E (1)=[(k, [ak , bk]) | k # [1, ..., r]]
and
V (1 )=[(P, c) | P # P and P=[c]_I for some I/R].
(Actually, one could also simply use the labels and define E (1 )=[1, ..., r]
and V (1 )=P, but we would then lose some of the intuition involved.)
For every (k, [ak , bk]) # E (1) there a unique left vertex lf(k, [ak , bk]) of
(k, [ak , bk]) given by (P, c) where c=ak and P is the unique connected
component of E such that 0k & ([ak]_R)/P. Moreover, there a unique
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right vertex rt(k, [ak , bk]) of (k, [ak , bk]) given by (P, c) where c=bk and
P is the unique connected component of E such that 0k & ([bk]_R)/P.
Now Eq. (6.5) is equivalent in the obvious way to the following system of
equations,
t uk=(1pk)( pk u$k )$+ f (uk) on ]ak , bk [, for (k, [ak , bk]) # E (1 )
with compatibility conditions
uk (c)=ul (c)
for all (k, [ak , bk]), (l, [al , bl]) # E (1) with (P, c)=rt(k, [ak , bk])=
lf(l, [al , bl]) and Kirchhoff type balance conditions
: + ( pk u$k )(c)=:
&
( pk u$k )(c) for all (P, c) # V (1 )
where the sum + (resp. &) is extended over all edges (k, [ak , bk]) with
(P, c)=rt(k, [ak , bk]) (resp. (P, c)=lf(k, [ak , bk])).
7. FINAL REMARKS
It was suggested to us by the referee of this paper that there is a version
of the uppersemicontinuity result Theorem 5.10 without the growth
assumption (H1) on the nonlinearity f. In fact, let us suppose that the non-
linearity f is of class C1 and satisfies just the dissipativeness condition (H2)
(but not necessarily the growth condition (H1)). In that case the problem
(7.1)
ut=2xu+
1
=2
2yu+ f (u), t>0, (x, y) # 0
&x u+
1
=2
&y u=0, t>0, (x, y) # 0
is, in general, not well-posed for initial data in the space H1 (0). However,
if 0 is of class C2, # with some #>0 then we can choose p>M+N and
apply the standard L p theory for parabolic PDEs to problem (7.1): for a
fixed =>0, the linear operator
A=: W 2, p&, = (0)  X :=L
p (0), u [ &2xu&
1
=2
2yu
is sectorial in X, where W 2, p&, = (0) is the space of all functions in W
2, p (0)
such that &x u+(1=
2) &y u=0 on 0 in the sense of traces. Therefore we
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can define the fractional power spaces X ;= :=D((I+A=)
;), 0;1, and
fixing an arbitrary : with 12<:<1, we obtain that X := /C
0 (0 ) & H 1 (0),
with compact inclusions. The function f defines the Nemitski operator f (u)
:= f b u, which turns out to be a C1-map from X := to L
p (0). Therefore for
every =>0 the Cauchy problem
(7.2) {u* +A= u= f
 (u)
u(0)=u0
is well-posed in the space X := so equation (7.1) defines a local semiflow ?$=, f
on the space X := . The dissipativeness condition (H2) guarantees that, for
=>0, the semiflow ?$=, f has a global attractor A$=, f in the space X := .
Now Theorem 5.10 implies the following
Corollary 7.1. Assume that f : R  R is a C1-function satisfying the
dissipativeness condition (H2). Moreover, suppose that 0 is of class C2, # for
some #>0. Write A$= :=A$=, f .
Then there is a compact set A$0 in H 1s (0) such the family (A$=)=0 is
upper-semicontinuous at ==0 with respect to the family of norms | } | = ,
that is
lim
=  0+
sup
u # A$=
inf
v # A$0
|u&v| = 0.
Proof. Let
s1 :=min[s # R | f (s)=0], s2 :=max[s # R | f (s)=0].
Condition (H2) implies that &<s1s2<+. By comparison arguments
s1us2 for all u # A=, f .
Now choose a globally Lipschitzian C1-function g: R  R which satisfies
the dissipativeness condition (H2) and such that:
(1) g# f on [s1 , s2];
(2) g(s)>0 on for s<s1 and g(s)<0 for s>s2 .
Then g satisfies condition (H1) and the problem
(7.3)
ut=2xu+
1
=2
2yu+ g(u), t>0, (x, y) # 0
&x u+
1
=2
&y u=0, t>0, (x, y) # 0
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is well-posed for initial data in the space H1 (0). Consequently Eq. (7.3)
defines a local semiflow ?=, g^ in the space H1 (0), and condition (H2)
guarantees that, for =>0, the semiflow ?=, g^ has a global attractor A=, g^ in
the space H1 (0). Comparison arguments again imply
s1us2 for all u # A=, g^ .
Since g# f on [s1 , s2] and solutions in A$=, f , resp. in A=, g^ are actually
classical solutions of (7.1), resp. (7.3), it follows that A=, g^=A$=, f .
Now consider the abstract parabolic equation
u* +A0u= g^(u),
which generates a local semiflow ?0, g^ in the space H 1s (0) with the corre-
sponding attractor A0, g^ . Setting A$0 :=A0, g^ and applying Theorem 5.10 we
complete the proof. K
The set A$0 is the attractor for a semiflow on H 1s (0) generated by a
modified function g. If N=M=1 and 0 is nicely decomposed, then A$0 is
actually the attractor of the semiflow on H 1s (0) generated by the original
function f. In fact, in this case H 1s (0)/C
0 (0 ) with compact inclusion
(see the proof of Proposition 6.4), so the Nemitski operator f (u) :=f b u is
a C1-map from H 1s (0) to L
2
s (0). Therefore the abstract parabolic equation
u* +A0u= f (u)
generates a local semiflow ?0, f in the space H 1s (0) with the corresponding
attractor A0, f . As in the proof of Corollary 7.1 we see that
s1us2 for all u # A0, g^
and
s1us2 for all u # A0, f ,
and hence A0, f =A0, g^ . Thus we obtain the following result:
Corollary 7.2. Assume the hypotheses of Corollary 7.2. In addition,
suppose that M=N=1 and 0 is nicely decomposable. Set A$0 :=A=, f . Then
the family (A$=)=0 of attractors is upper-semicontinuous at ==0 with
respect to the family of norms | } | = , that is,
lim
=  0+
sup
u # A$=
inf
v # A$0
|u&v| = 0.
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If the domain 0 is not of class C2, # but only Lipschitzian, we can no
longer exploit the above procedure. Notice that in many interesting
examples one deals with domains which are only Lipschitzian (e.g., multi-
intervals), and it seems that in such cases different ideas are needed to relax
the growth condition (H1).
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